WP15. Fun Fur Hanger Cover

(This fits a regular size plastic coat hanger.)

You will need:
1 plastic coat hanger
Leftover fur yarn, about 20 yards (we used Lion Brand Fun Fur)
1 Pr. US # 10½ needles
Yarn sewing needle
Small amount of satin ribbon, if desired

No gauge required

Directions -
Cast on 7 sts. Knit each row, until length from beginning is about 35 inches. (It should be about 1½ inches shorter than length around hanger, not including neck of hanger.)

Start sewing, lengthwise, at neck edge of hanger, and sewing all around sides and bottom of hanger, ending at other side of neck edge.
Sew cast on and bound off ends together at neck edge.

Tie a length of ribbon around neck edge, if desired.

Note - Depending on hanger diameter, you may have to cast on one or more stitches or one or less stitches. Cast on as above, knit for 1 inch and then fold over hanger to see if it needs to be more or less stitches to fit hanger snuggly.

This is a good way to use up the Fun Fur yarns you have left from making scarves!
Try making these in stripes of colors!
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